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Dear Commissioners,
I am one of the existing shareholders of Corbridge Estates and have been the manager of
Corbridge since we purchased the property in early 2000 s
The vendor   was precluded from any comment regarding the application for   the proposed
Film Studio Complex but note we have been invited to comment on the second application for
the 300 Residential Units to be incorporated within the overall development .
There are several points of the original proposal that are now very relevant given the desire to
house several hundred people onsite .In our original discussions with Silverlight I asked about
their intentions regarding accomodation and was advised that there was no intention to provide
mass accommodation facilities apart from accommodation for the occasional VIP.
One area that needs to be clarified from Silverlight’s original application and as modified by its
second application is with regard to access to water . Contrary to what was included in the
original application from the applicants engineers for your reference I have attached the
only two water permits that are available to Silverlight. It should be noted for that have both
been issued for Irrigation purposes only . One of those permits has never been exercised apart
from rudimentary testing 6 years ago. As we understand all the aquifer has been fully allocated
to other users there is no water available to be extracted via these bores and used in
conjunction with the proposed development .
With the new demand of several hundred living onsite plus full commercial water needs for fire
sprinklers etc this is an area that would be of concern. I note also that the proposed lake witch is
currently filled by a source not available to Silverlight is only to to be filled by treated stormwater
and bore water ( that is only allocated for irrigation purposes ) Please also not the expiry of both
of those permits in 2028 and 2035. Renewal of those we assume would only be available for
irrigation purposes .
I note through the CGW 6 waters report that it is stated in clause 7.2.2 that the lake on the site
will be filled using the 4 water sources. What they call bore #1 was never allowed to be
commissioned as it was deemed to be too close in proximity to the Project Pure bore that is
approximately 100 meters away.
More importantly the Criffel Irrigation Limited shares via which the majority of the water used
on the site and which again the Silverlight consultants says will be relied on as a source of
water   are not owned by Silverlight and were not sold as part of the sale of the land   and as
such are not available to Silverlight.
If you also note in CGW report 7.2.1 evaporation and loss will be in the vicinity on 1000m3 per
day. Through the summer months from practical observations over the years this and more
would easily be expected.

Finally in respect of water the applicants consultants state that the proposed development
including the 300 accommodation units will be able to connect to Councils reticulated water
supply . No evidence has been produced as to such supply being available let alone capable
of servicing this scale of development
The second area I will make reference to is the applicants planners Edgars
commentary around availability of local accomodation. They made reference to existing
Wanaka houses being available due to the downturn in Air BNB etc. It is expected that
with new Zealand’s borders due to reopen within the next few months many of these
houses will again be marketed for short term lets
What they also failed to reference is the far more practical reason for the current
massive accommodation shortage. A lot of the older stock of housing around Wanaka
goes back to the 70s -80s and many of which fails to meet the new healthy homes
standards. Further   the new tenancy laws remove the ability to require tenants
to vacate for the summer or winter holidays, which historically was the common
practice. These changes have resulted in many homes formally available for rental
no longer being available The major shortage that was experienced this winter was
that owners simply chose to leave their places empty rather than the upgrade and
the permanent tenant contract.
In summary we believe   it would be reckless and poor planning on the part of the
Commissioners to consent these proposed developments( Film Studio and 300 Unit
residential accommodation   based on what it has been advised in regards to water supply
for potable, amenity ( lake) or commercial uses

Yours sincerely

Peter Marshall

